




Moving into June we are starting something new - theCONCEPT. - a magazine with a special
conceptual approach to photography. 
 
In the first summer issue we have selected highlights from our featured artists. We also cover the
theme of the colour of the year and the trend to its implementation in photography and take a look at
the most expensive photographs ever sold. Travel to Paris to find various artworks captured in this
spectacular city, to get to the black and white photography which engages with timeless issues. Finally,
we take you to the exhibition of the young talent Ánibal Cáceres in Monochrome Hub Gallery in
Valencia, Spain.
 
This is our promising start to expect the unexpected.
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Playa-Xàbia-2019, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, 

Item No. ISA-C0126, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available) - €1400

MONOCHROME-HUB.COM

https://www.facebook.com/MonochromeHub/
https://www.instagram.com/monochrome_hub_vlc/
https://www.pinterest.es/monochrome_hub_vlc/
https://monochrome-hub.com/
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Alexander Osenski - Eva-2012, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ASO-M0001, Size: 100x70 cm (other sizes available) - €450



Alexander Osenski - Morning portrait-2013, Limited Edition of 200, Stamped, Archival 

Print, Item No. ASO-M0006, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available)- €200

Alexander Osenski  is a freelance photographer with experience in
fashion, lifestyle and portrait photography, advertising campaigns,
catalogues and film productions. Graduates Art and Advertising
Photography from the New Bulgarian University, where he has been
teaching afterwards Fashion Photography. He has received numerous
photography awards, such as Award from House of photography -
PHODAR Biennial (2007), Silver Medal at the National Yearly Competition
Photoacademica (2006), GROSS award from the National Yearly
Competition Photoacademica (2005), 1st award from the International
Photo Competition Flash Music (2014) and many more.
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Playa-2018, Limited Edition of 100, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-C0124, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €420
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Nicolas Mithois  is a representative of the new age french
photographers, searching and experimenting with a variety of shapes,
repeated elements and simple colours. He started his career on the
streets of Paris back in the late nineties. Begun with exploring of black
and white but with the arrival of digital, soon developed a love for colour.
Travelling to Lebanon, Madagascar and India brought to fruition his talent
as a colourist. Now he lives in the countryside, on the banks of the Seine,
where nature inspires his work every day.

Nicolas Mithois - Archi Nine-2018, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass

Item No. NIM-009-C, Size: 90x90 cm (other sizes available) - €850



Nicolas Mithois - Archi Four-2018, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass

Item No. NIM-004-C, Size: 80x100 cm (other sizes available) - €850
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Ivo Ivanov - Mercedes Benz 300 SL-Top-2014, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under

Acrylic Glass, Item No. IKI-C004, Size: 80x100 cm - €850
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Alexander Osenski - Paparazzi-2009, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print, 

Item No. ASO-C0012, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €450

Playboy Collection - The New Monroe-2015, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-0099-C, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €450



M.Belev - New Erotic-2017, Limited  Edition of 200, Archival Print,

 Item No. MB-C0001, Size: 50x70 cm - €200
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - Streets of Valencia-2018, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass,

Item No. ISA-0022, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available  - €1350
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1/ Nicolas Mithois -Land Four-2018, Limited Edition of 1000, Stamped, Archival Print,  Item No. NIM-0015-C, Size: 40x50 cm - €95   

3/ Ivailo S.-Álvarez-Eva-Mediterraneo-2014, Limited Edition of 1000, Stamped, Archival Print, Item No. ISA-C0049, Size: 40x50 cm - €95

1 2

3 4

2/ Veneta Karamfilova-Orchids-5-2018, Limited Edition of 1000, Stamped, Archival Print,  Item No. VAK-M0010, Size: 32x32cm - €95
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5

Don't Just Decorate,

                       CURATE!

5/ Ivailo S.-Álvarez-Underwater-Greece-2015, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print, Item No. ISA-C0053, Size: 70x100 cm - €450

4/ Ivailo S.-Álvarez-Red Sea-11:36-2014, Limited Edition of 100, Signed, Archival Print, Item No. ISA-REDSEA0004, Size: 40x50 cm - €150



Martin Hristov is an architect by profession. His greatest passions are
photography and diving. He has submerged his camera in all the oceans
and makes breathtaking shots from the micro underwater world to big
and impressive whales and mantas. Underwater photography is his way
of telling, describing without words the beauty of marine underwater
excellence. We present the author with his series of humpback whales
from Tonga.

Martin Hristov - Humpback Whales-II-Tonga, 2018, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, Archival Print

Mounted Under Acrylic Glass, Item No. MH-C002, Size: 100x150 cm - €1350



Martin Hristov - Blue Depth-2018, Limited Edition of 1000, Stamped,

Archival Print, Item No. MH-C003, Size: 40x50 cm (other sizes available) - €95

This year, the trend spotters at the Pantone Color Institute have
chosen PANTONE 19-4052: Classic Blue as a Colour of the Year
2020. From fashion and beauty trends to product and interior
designers it seems about each industry takes note of the colour
estimate from the world’s most powerful colour system. 
 
A timeless and enduring blue hue, PANTONE 19-4052 Classic Blue
is elegant in its simplicity. The indigo hue brings to mind both the
constant and the classic, the sky at dusk, an impeccably tailored
suit, serene waters, or a bowl of perfectly ripe blueberries. Classic
Blue, is a welcome refuge for our uncertain, often disconnected
era. In a time where public faith in institutions, advertising, and
the future is increasingly challenged, many desire a return to
trust, authenticity, and empathy. The blue hues, long related to
peace, calm, and the daylight sky, feel strong and reliable. It is
this constancy and comfort that Classic Blue offers us. 
 
We selected artworks from our collections of limited and open
editions and wall decor art that we feel best to embody the spirit
of the Color of the Year. Get inspired and choose the best one for
your favourite place.
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez- Summer-Cinque Terre-2018, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-C0138, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €500



Ivailo S.-Álvarez - Human in Geometry-Madrid-2018, Limited Edition of 200

Stamped, Archival Print, Item No. ISA-C0015, Size: 50x70 cm - €200

Poster NoW Collection - Sea, Italy, Open edition, Pigment Print

Item No. PNOW-0087, Size: 40x60 cm - €59
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Premium Canvas Art Collection - White Sea, Open Edition, Archival Canvas

Item No. WD0006, Size: 100x150 cm - €400
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Peter Lik, Phantom - ($6,5000,000)
Peter Lik took this image in the area known as Antelope Canyon in Arizona, US. 

The black and white image sold in 2014 for a whopping $6,500,000.

Million Photographs and
Millions for Photographs

Most of us are aware that paintings can
cost tens, even hundreds of millions of
dollars, but the art photography can be
just as collectable and demand similar
prices at auction. Collectors nowadays
pay a lot of money to own a piece of a
photograph.
 
As one of the more “recent” art forms,
photography’s popularity in the art
market has grown and grown, with the
highest amount paid for a photograph
sticking at $838,000 in 1999 until being
bumped off the top spot 4 years later
with a sale of $922,488, and then again
2 years later when the first million-
dollar photograph was sold for
$1,248,000. An then in 2014 when the
most expensive photo in history hit an
impressive $6.5 million. 
 
Ever since the auction houses
Sotheby’s, Christie’s and Phillips have
vied for the title of ‘the most expensive
photograph’ as photography’s
popularity continues to grow as a smart
investment.
 
The most expensive photograph ever
sold is a contentious topic. So let us
take you through our selection of the
high-priced photographs in the world.



 

This image of the Lower Rhine river was taken by Andreas Gursky. 

It was the second of a set of six taken by Gursky depicting the Rhine. 

It is a chromogenic colour print that sold for $4,338,500 in 2011.

Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still 48 ($2,965,000)
 

Untitled Film Still #48 by Cindy Sherman depicts a woman standing on the

side of a road in a curve with a suitcase sitting beside her. The picture is a

chromogenic colour print and was sold for $2,965,000 in May of 2015.

Andreas Gursky, Rhein II ($4,338,500)



Ivailo S.-Álvarez - Red Fashion-2016, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass

Item No. ISA-C009, Size: 80x100 cm (other sizes available) - €850



Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Playa-VI-2017, Limited Edition of 200, Stamped, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-00111-M, Size: 40x40 cm (other sizes available) - €120

Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Playa-III-2017, Limited Edition of 200, Stamped, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-00110-M, Size: 40x40 cm (other sizes available) - €120
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Paris is always a good idea.
-Audrey Hepburn

Paris has for centuries been regarded as the main
cultural powerhouse of the Western world, a magnet
for artists and intellectuals and a place where new
ideas originate and art reigns supreme. The capital of
art, the city of light, universally recognised as one of
the most beautiful places in the world, Paris possess
an enormous cultural richness which it owes, not 

only to its history but also its formidable heritage. For
centuries, Paris has attracted artists from around the
world, arriving in the city to educate themselves and to
seek inspiration from its artistic resources and
galleries. Home to some of the world's most famous
museums and galleries, the city today remains home
to a thriving community of artists.

Discover Paris throughout our selection of photos and fell in love in this charming city. Just like us!

Ivailo S.-Álvarez - The Lights of Paris-2017, Limited Edition of  50, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-0096-C, Size: 70x100 cm - €450



Poster NoW Collection - Centre Pompidou, Paris-I, Open Edition, Pigment Print

Item No. PNOW-0097, Size: 40x60 cm - €29



Ivailo S.-Álvarez - PARIS B&W, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-M0146, Size: 70x100 cm - €450



Premium Canvas Art Collection - EIFFEL TOWER-II,

PARIS, Open Edition, Archival Canvas

Item No. WD0035, Size: 100x100 cm - €300

Poster NoW Collection - Rain, Paris-I,

Open Edition, Pigment Print

Item No. PNOW-0077, Size: 60x40 cm - €35

Poster NoW Collection - ARCHI-PARIS, 
Open Edition, Pigment Print 

Item No. PNOW-0112, Size: 60x40 cm - €29
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Nicolas Mithois - Archi Ten, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass, Item No.

NIM-001-C, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available) - €1350

Nicolas Mithois - Archi Ten-2018, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass,

Item No. NIM-0010-C, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available) - €1350
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Calle, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print  

Item No. ISA-0062-M, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €450



Where Fashion meets Art
 
The Italian fashion brand Balossa put the art photography as a main focus for their collection SS 2020.
Inspired from the urban style Balossa selected  "Streets of Valencia" by Ivailo S.-Álvarez - a black and white
photograph from the project "E#Motion Street", which is include in MONOCHROME HUB portfolio.
 
Meet the founder and designer of Balossa - Indra Kaffemanaite who tell us more about the collaboration
between her and the photographer. Learn about the feelings, emotions and inspirations which she involves
into her white shirts. 

- Could you tell us a few words about your brand "Balossa"? 
 
The innovation of the white shirt is an ever-evolving project of
Balossa. The transformation and evolutionary process of dissecting
the male shirt, the idea of Made in Italy - not only through the
material - but above all through the value of originality, exclusivity,
non-repetitive, perfect asymmetry, where male and female meet and
collide. For lengths and contrasts, shapes and proportions, innovation
and experimentation, attention to detail.  The personalization of the
Balossa brand and the transfer to the Balossa culture to every single
garment. All that is Balossa.
 
 
 

Founder and designer of BALOSSA-White Shirt
Indra Kaffemanaite
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- How did you get the idea to use art photography for your fashion line?
 
For a long time, I admired with a great appreciation of the black and
white photography of Ivailo. For me, they were like the paintings of
expressionism that leaves you to dream. The blurred or softened
image allows you to define in your mind the reality you prefer. It
allowed me to make the item irregular and unrepeatable.
 

 
- Tell us more about the collaboration between you and the 

photographer Ivailo Stanev-Álvarez?
 
The collaboration with Ivailo started with the first step that Balossa
has done. We were very happy doing fashion photography for five
years, editorials and lookbooks, video materials. It was fun to
experiment, to create different styles. As photography is the face of a
brand, he has helped us a lot to conquer the best customers in the
world and make grow the brand. 
 

 
- What was your inspiration while creating the Spring-Summer 2020

collection?
 
The pop-soul is the inspiration behind this collection. A mood that
makes it fun, ironic, a seemingly unfinished collection, almost as if the
hands of the stylist were still needed for some finishing touches, but
still always in keeping with the brand's romantic overtones, the sweet-
nothings on the sleeves, the gentle love poems, the bold textures and
high necks of her immaculate shirts that take on a colour of their own
from the cuts and folds of a true virtuoso.

"In E#MOTION  you will look in a world beyond the colour. These

subtle abstractions have the power to convey even more

emotion than a full-blown image, small deviations and blurry

borders give the viewer a new way of perceiving the world -

simpler, more powerful."
- Indra Kaffemanaite

W W W . B A L O S S A S H I R T . C O M

https://www.balossashirt.com/


Ivailo S.-Álvarez - E#Motion-La Calle, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print  

Item No. ISA-M0118, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €450
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3inSpirit - Urban Geometry-2019, Limited Edition of 200, Stamped, Archival Print

Item No. SNS-C0018, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €200

The modern environment of a metropolis offers a whole lot of subjects and perspectives to observe and
photograph. Urban photography allows photographers to push creative boundaries and explore the nuances
of the environment. It can give a totally new way of interpretation, much more freedom and allow them to add
a personal touch to every artwork.
Monochrome Hub gives you the opportunity to discover the shapes and colours of the urban environment
through the eyes of our artists. You can find more streets and architectural artworks at our online gallery.
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Simone Hutsch - BLN LOV, Open Edition, Archival Print

Simone Hutsch - A passionate graphic designer and enthusiastic self-
taught architecture photographer. Her work combines art and
photography and lets people dive into a different world. She uses her
camera to explore the geometry in architecture. Afterwards, she gives the
buildings a surreal touch in the final retouching process.



Ivailo S.-Álvarez - The Colour of The Street-Malvarrosa-2018, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-0098-C, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €450

Ivailo S.-Álvarez - The Colour of The Street-Valencia-I-2017, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-00121-C, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €450

Ivailo S.-Álvarez - The Colour of The Street-Valencia-2017, Limited Edition of 50, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-0075-C, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €450
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Nicolas Mithois - Archi One-2018, Limited Edition of 25, Signed, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass, 

Item No. NIM-0001-C, Size: 120x120 cm (other sizes available) - €1350



Premium Canvas Art Collection - Lighthouse-Red, Open Edition, Archival Canvas

Item No. WD-0008, Size: 100x100 cm - €300
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Pencho Chukov- Morning Fog, Limited Edition of 50, Archival Print, 

Size: 70x100 cm - €450



Pencho Chukov - Engineer as a profession, photographer by vocation,
adventurer since birth. Landscape photography is a genre that allows
him to express his freedom-loving best. He combines the beauty and
harmony that nature has created with the emotion of the photographic
process. Pencho Chukov is an author of 3 photo books, and his artworks
take part in many expositions.
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Pencho Chukov - Colourful Palette-II, Limited Edition of  25, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass,

Item No. PDC-C0011, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available) - €1350



3inSpirit - Orange Nature-2019, Limited Edition, Archival Print, Item No. SNS-C00017,             

Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €200
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3inSpirit - Summer-I, Limited Edition of 25, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass

Item No. SNS-C0011, Size: 100x150 cm (other sizes available) - €1350



Deividas Matkevicius - Iceland-2019-Nomadict Collection, Open

Edition, Archival Print, Size: 50x70 cm - €180
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - Summer-Costa del Sol-2016, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-C0143, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €250

Nicolas Mithois - Land One-2018, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print

Item No. NIM-0012-C, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €200



Poster NOW Collection - Palmas-Infrared, Open Edition, Pigment Print

Item No. PNOW-0069, Size: 40x60 cm - €59
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Veneta Karamfilova- Flowers-74, Limited Edition of 50, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass

Item No. VAK-C0003, Size: 90x90 cm (other sizes available) - €850



Veneta Karamfilova- Flowers-61, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print

Item No. VAK-C0006, Size: 50x50 cm (other sizes available) - €200

Veneta Karamfilova -  For her, photography is an exploration of the
mind. A kind of fiction, offering a glimpse of a co-existing reality. A way
of seeing a world floating between unspoken dreams yet-to-be and
the endless nostalgia for the time that has never been, with a surreal
motif. 
Her series of black & white and colour photographs show the fragile
beauty of the flowers which always fascinated her for being a so apt a
metaphor of the ephemeral life. A poetic tragedy - I'm here, I'm
beautiful and I'm going to die.
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Pedro Hernandez - Foto №2, Exclusive Edition, Signed and Editioned, Silver Gelatin Print

Price on request

"All the variety, all the charm, all the
beauty in life is made up of light 

and shadow"

And when we talk about fine art photography, the first association in mind is black and white

photography. It has always carried a charge of a different aesthetics of the photographic art. 

We present to you a part of our portfolio of classic and contemporary black and white photography,

which is the most used for stylish decoration of home or working places, as well as an astonishing gift

that everyone can make to theirselves or to a dear person.

 

Monochrome fine art photography-enduring classics!

-Leo Tolstoy



Ivailo S.-Álvarez- Rain-St.Petersburg-2014, Limited Edition of 50, Archival Print , 

Item No. ISA-0102-M, Size: 70x100 cm  - €450
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M.Belev- Erotic Portrait-2017, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print, 

Item No. MB-M0002, Size: 50x70 cm - €200



Ivailo S.-Álvarez-Moment-2016/Esquire Collection, Limited Edition of 50, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-M0142, Size: 70x100 cm (other sizes available) - €450





Ivailo S.-Álvarez- E#Motion, La Playa-Alicante-2018, Archival Print, 

Item No. ISA-M0130, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €420
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez- Tango, Argentina-2015, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-M0010, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €200



Ivailo S.-Álvarez- El Ritual De Vestirse-II-2019, Limited Edition of 100, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-ROJO0040, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €420

Ivailo S.-Álvarez- El Ritual De Vestirse-I-2019, Limited Edition of 100, Signed, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-ROJO0041, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €420
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Ivailo S.-Álvarez - Alexander-III-Paris-2017, Limited Edition of 200, Signed, Archival Print

Item No. ISA-00112-M, Size: 40x40 cm (other sizes available) - €120



Ivailo S.-Álvarez- Els Enfarinats-2017, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-M0023, Size: 50x70 cm (other sizes available) - €200

Nikola Balimezov- The Birds-2018 

Limited Edition, Archival Print

A Moment That Took My Breath Away Exhibition 

Item No. CPW-M0001, Size: 40x50 cm - €120
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Aníbal Cáceres - White Horse, 2016, Limited Edition of 200, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-M0005, Size: 50x70 cm - €200
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Aníbal Cáceres - Ghost Day-2016, Limited Edition of 1000, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-M0004, Size: 40x50 cm - €95

Stefan Shterev - One Way-2016, 

Limited Edition of 1000, Archival Print 

Item No. SNS-M0003, Size: 40x50 cm - €95



Alexander Osenski - Gia-Portrait-2011, Limited Edition of 50, Archival Print Mounted Under Acrylic Glass, Item

No. ASO-M0003, Size: 80x100 cm - €850



THE FUTURE? It comes one page at a time. AIM - L'APERITIVO ILLUSTRATO MAGAZINE is a gift-book

published by AIMAGAZINEBOOKS. Colour, elegant, cosmopolitan, in large-format and unique in its kind -

beauty explodes in every single detail to keep you turning the pages with the same wide-eyed

excitement and thrill of a journey around the world. The collectable extra-large reproductions of art,

photographs by world-class photographers, and never-before-published short stories are selected and

brought together with a far-out 'nice aesthetic' and the same originality that distinguishes the most

impressive private collections.

AI M-l’Aperitivo Illustrato Magazine/August 2019, First Collectible Issue, Limited edition of 1499, Signed
ISBN-978-88-321-400-3-3, Size: 31,5×46,5 cm, 56 pages - €120



SOLOVKI, 2019 
by Juan Manuel Castro Prieto, Rafael Trapiello (photographers) and Antonio Muñoz Molina

Hand-signed by the authors

Solovki is the main island of the Island (Russia),
located in the middle of the White Sea, known as
such because it is frozen over for nearly half the
year. Solovki was the mother Gulag, the terrible
Soviet penitentiary system of forced labor camps.
Active from 1924 to 1939, it served as a model for
all the subsequent prisons.
 
Places have memory, and while one could only
hope to bury this tragic past, the memory is
imprinted in the lives of its inhabitants; it is
impossible to escape it. The fact that Solovki is an
island in the middle of the White Sea accentuates
the memory of the prison in the collective sub-
conscience.

Juan Manuel Castro Prieto and Rafael Trapiello have
explored this territory observing the relationship
between the hell and paradise. Using a narrative
strategy alike to poetry, all the images have an
unsettling tension that exists between the beauty
and spirituality of the place and the terrible past
that occurred on these islands.
 
The photographs in this book were taken during
two trips - the first in August 2015 and the Second
in April 2016. All the inhabitants of Solovki shown in
the photos, opened their doors to the
photographers which made this book possible.

*All signatures are hand-signed by the author/publisher in ink at one of our author's events. Demand for
some titles can be high.
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SOLOVKI - 2019, Photo Book, Signed, ISBN-978-84-945846-1-9,
 Size: 22x28 cm, 192 pages - €30



Aníbal Cáceres - Metamorphosis-2016, Limited Edition of 100, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-CONTRA0011, Size: 60x80 cm - €300

Monochrome Hub presents the exhibition of street art photographs 

by Ánibal Cáceres



Aníbal Cáceres - La Hora de Oro-2018, Limited Edition of 100, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-CONTRA0002, Size: 60x80 cm - €300

This exhibition is the result of the photographer's
steps and his vision of the street through different
cities in Spain. The author, during his tour, provides
images in these mundane places in different
corners finding the extraordinary, moments that
usually go unnoticed in our daily habit. Playing with
the light effects that the streets offer, contrasting
them with the shadows that stand out and the
colours of the environment which projecting the
sunlight. In his photographs, we find the
protagonists - an ordinary people travelling
indifferently to their objective, submerged in their
day-to-day life, unaware of the path they travel by
heart, going unnoticed.

CONTRASTREET

All
There is strong shadow where
there is much light.

-J. W. von Goethe
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Aníbal Cáceres - El Ultimo Día-2018, Limited Edition of 100, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-CONTRA0001, Size: 60x80 cm - €300



Aníbal Cáceres  known as  'DANG3R', born in
1991, is a photographer from Sanlúcar de
Barrameda (Cádiz). His first steps in 
photography were almost 10 years ago when
with his scholarship, he had the opportunity to
get a camera and start training himself. 
The passion for photography made him
embark towards different places in search of
new inspirations. His first destination was the
city of Granada. Years later, after different
destinations and occurrences, finally placed
Valencia as a current residence and a large
showcase full of places to photograph. 
He lives with photography as if it is a parallel
world, where he plays and expresses his
personal vision of the surroundings. Strolling
through the city he finds new corners and
discovers the extraordinary of the ordinary
places. The streets, its people and all the
elements that compose them are the blank
canvas of the young photographer who paints
the city with different shades of natural light.
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Aníbal Cáceres - Libertad En La Luz-2019, Limited Edition of 100, Archival Print 

Item No. ACV-CONTRA0006, Size: 60x80 cm - €300

Aníbal Cáceres - Infancia en las sombras-2017 

Limited Edition of 100, Signed, Archival Print, 

Item No. ACV-CONTRA0016, Size: 60x80 cm - €300



1/ B&W Mist, Open Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-0095, Size: 30x40 cm - €39 I 2/ Desert Girl, Open Edition, Pigment

Print, Item No. PNOW-0037, Size: 40x60 cm - €59 I 3/ Human In Geometry-I, Open Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-0025,

Size: 40x60 cm - €65 I 4/ Punk, Open Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-0066, Size: 40x60 cm - €59 I 5/ Palms-B&W, Open

Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-0104, Size: 40x60 cm - €59 I 6/ Desert, Open Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-

0083, , Size: 30x40 cm - €39 I 7/ Albufera-Infrared, Open Edition, Pigment Print, Item No. PNOW-0039, Size: 40x60 cm - €59
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Collection Of Trendy and  Stylish Posters For Every Space



MONOCHROME HUB GIFT CERTIFICATE is the perfect present you can give
immediately. With us, you have the opportunity to buy gift certificate with different
value where the recipient can choose artwork on their own. A limited or open
edition photograph, wall decor art or a nice photo book, let your loved one make
the decision.

The Poster NOW Collection presents contemporary and classic photography in open
editions which comes with a choice of framing options or unmounted and rolled in a
cardboard tube. With Poster NOW Collection, you can decorate your space with
affordable premium images with excellent quality. MONOCHROME Hub also offers
limited by number or by the time of selling hand-signed by the author posters,
making them unique!

An art photography in large formats printed on quality matte canvas, stretched and
wrapped around a wooden frame. The Giclée fine art print technology is ensuring
accurate colour reproduction, perfect quality and long image life. Your canvas
artwork will arrive ready to hang.

Acrylic glass adds fantastic depth and enhances both the colours and the
contrast in the photograph. The ultimate result of the combination of the three-
layer aluminium support with acrylic glass - 4mm is an extremely robust and fully
protected product. This option will undoubtedly satisfy every sophisticated taste
and will highlight the most essential: HIGH QUALITY.

That is the classical way of presenting the art photography in which the image is mounted on a
pH-neutral passe-partout (black or white) and in a custom wood or aluminium frame. We use only
high-quality gallery standard materials which is a guarantee for the long life of the photograph.
Every artwork’s frame and passe-partout type is carefully selected by our curators. Their choice of
material and colour is personally picked for each and every of the photographs and it is their
recommendation for the perfect presentation of the artwork.

SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE

ELEGANCE AND STYLE FOR EXQUISITE MINIMALISTS

TRENDY & STYLISH POSTERS FOR EVERY SPACE

GIFT CERTIFICATE

UNIQUE WALL DECOR ART IN LARGE FORMATS

from €70

from €850

from €300

from €19



www.monochrome-hub.com

https://www.facebook.com/MonochromeHub/
https://www.instagram.com/monochrome_hub_vlc/
https://www.pinterest.es/monochrome_hub_vlc/
https://monochrome-hub.com/


www.monochrome-hub.com

Ivailo S.-Álvarez- RED SEA 11:05, Limited Edition of 100, Archival Print 

Item No. ISA-REDSEA00113, Size: 60x80 cm (other sizes available) - €380

https://monochrome-hub.com/

